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I would like to begin by extending a warm welcome to all
registrants for this the 21st Annual International
Conference of the Canadian Nuclear Association. It is
encouraging to see so many of you present and I feel sure
that you will find this year's theme "Canada's Nuclear
Contribution to World Energy Supply" one of major significance
in these challenging times.

The Organisation Committee has done an excellent job in
putting together a program that I am certain will be of
great interest to you all. I cannot remember a time when
we have had such an outstanding group of speakers, both
from within Canada and from overseas and I extend my thanks
to you all for coming here.

It seemed appropriate to me particularly in Ottawa to obtain
a high governmental profile and I am very pleased to have two
senior Canadian Federal Government Ministers, Deputy Prime
Minister and Finance Minister the Honourable Allan MacEachen
and Energy Minister the Honourable Marc Lalonde, taking part
in this year's conference. I'm sure this reflects the strong
Federal Government support for our industry.

I would also like to personally welcome on your behalf the
Ontario Energy Minister, the Honourable Robert Welch, who
will be talking to you on the highly topical subject of
electricity exports, and Ontario Hydro Chairman Hugh Macaulay,
who will be speaking in the important public acceptance session,
along with Sir John Hill, Chairman of British Nuclear Fuels
Limited, and Ing. Alberto Escofet, Director General of the
Mexican Federal Electric Commission.

This year the conference has returned to picturesque Ottawa.
It is appropriate that we are meeting in what is fast becoming
one of the major centres of high technology in North America,
through involvement in the rapidly developing computer and micro
electronics industries. But Canada's capital area has many other
attractions to offer the visitor, including the Houses of
Parliament, the National Art Gallery, museums and many fine
restaurants.

The supply of energy to the world is undoubtedly the most
important problem facing mankind today. Energy will help



those countries whose standards of living are far below the
levels that could be attained uo make the efforts necessary
to reach these standards. Energy is in fact the key to feeding
the world. As West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt said when
opening last year's World Energy Conference, energy is not
only a central problem of human co-existence but also of the
future of mankind as such.

Despite this self evident fact, we have all become familiar
with the continuing downward estimates in forecasts of installed
nuclear capacity that have been produced over the last decade.
The pity of it is that we in the nuclear industry feel the
frustration of knowing how much more our industry could
contribute to the world energy mix, thus reducing the major
consumers' own demand for ever-increasingly expensive oil,
and helping to stabilize its price.

A greater contribution by nuclear power would also be of
immediate benefit to energy-starved Third World countries.
Last year's Brandt Report made the important point that while
we are morally obliged to increase our contribution to the
development of these countries, there are also sound economic
reasons for entering into such an expanding market. The need
is certainly there, for by the end of the century the world
population will rise from the present four billion to over
six billion, and the largest proportion of that increase
will take place in Third World countries, which are already
facing serious problems in energy production.

The need to push ahead with the global development of
nuclear power is clearly established. Both the developing
nations of the world and the highly developed nations of
Europe have made their needs known. It is to the developing
nations that our greatest effort must be directed.

If the world is to live in reasonable peace and harmony, an
energy supply must be available that is both adequate for
the needs of a fast expanding population and its aspirations
to reach a reasonable standard of living. It has been
estimated that to achieve this without nuclear energy would
exhaust the entire recoverable fossil resource base,
including coal, in less than 60 years.

We in Canada are fortunate indeed to have in place an
established industry with a firm technical base to help us
secure a significant role in the world energy future. In the
CANDU reactor, we have developed a technically competitive system
which continues to demonstrate its high performance capacities.
Canada also has major reserves of uranium, sufficient to supply
not only our own foreseeable needs for the rest of this century,
but also to meet the requirements of our trading partners.
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But we in the industry can only hope to make our full contribution
if we are given the support of the government, especially in
areas of the marketing effort directly out of our control. The
possession of the superior reactor system is not in itself
enough to assure us an appropriate share of the market.

We must see to it that our industrial base remains strong and
that the wide ranging commercial and international relations
involved in the supply of nuclear equipment are enhanced.

There is not much time left for the decisions to be made:
eventually they will be forced upon us if we do not take them
now. Opponents of nuclear power know well that their delaying
tactics offer a highly effective way of undermining the
nuclear industries of the world, by forcing countries to
decide eventually against the nuclear option because of the
long delays.

The public is still, by and large, supporting the development
of nuclear power sometimes because of its recognition of its
environmental suitability and in other cases, because the
alternative seems to be a reduction in energy availability, or
a dramatic rise in costs, or both, which threatens all our
livelihoods. There is nothing wrong with that as a motive;
only a small number of us are born crusaders! It has become
almost vulgar to suggest that developed countries such as ours
continue to try to maintain or even improve the standards
of living of our people.

If we can achieve this, why should we not do it?

One thing is certain. Unless there is a reversal of the
prospects for the nuclear power industry throughout the world,
the competition will become rapidly more fierce and the work
will be spread increasingly thin, at least for the immediate
future. The industry, trying to survive on such sparse orders,
will be put under major strain.

So what has Canada to offer in this somewhat austere climate?
As I have already said, we have ample supplies of uranium and
thorium, we have an industry with experience and knowhow, and
above all we have a simple, proven system in the CANDU reactor.

"Simplicity", in that it is a system with which developing
nuclear industries in different countries can rapidly assimulate,
to the economic advantages of the country concerned. It means
that our customers can rapidly develop their independence from
outside suppliers, and can exploit their own resources - since
many of the potential customers have access to their own natural
uranium fuel and are therefore freed of dependence upon the
reliability of overseas enrichment facilities.
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"Proven" in that the user is benefitting from the reactor
system that leads all others in its service record, no matter
whose analyses you take as the basis for such a claim. And that
is no small advantage. CANDU has an operating record that must
be of interest tó any electricity supply utility, both in terms
of its availability and the ease of repair and maintenance.

As far as public acceptance is concerned, the CANDU system offers
intrinsic safety advantages, freedom from many of the stages
of the nuclear fuel cycle open to military abuse. And, with its
flexibility in adapting to new fuel cycles, it offers the only
real alternative to the reprocessing of irradiated fuel and use
of the fast breeder, very much an unproven technology for some
time to come, and beyond the reach of most Third World countries.

Over the next twenty years, new developments of the CANDU system
will be reaching fruition.

At present the CANDU reactor operates on a simple fuel cycle
based on natural uranium. The advantages of the design will be
more fully exploited with the implementation of the thorium
fuel cycle, which can be achieved with little change to the existing
design. There is no doubt that as energy costs rise and uranium
resources diminish, the thorium cycle will become important, and
will represent an enormous increase in the fuel reserves of Canada
and the world. Countries using the CANDU system will be in an
equally advantageous position to exploit this alternative.

The latest design of CANDU reactor, the CANDU 950, is being
produced to meet the demand in certain markets at home and
abroad for nuclear units in the 1000 MW range. The main
features of the new design are the extensive use of standard
practices and components, drawing entirely on the systems proven
in service with the current reactors, and the meeting of the
special requirements of the overseas markets, such as in the
600 MW design. The CANDU 950 has been designed for either
single or two-unit station layouts. The increased rating will
reduce capital cost per unit kilowatt installed, and will give
an improved fuel burnup, with consequent improvements in fuel
costs.

We must not, of course, lose sight of the importance of the
national nuclear option. We cannot expect to sustain a
reactor export program without the backing of a strong domestic
one. We are achieving this at present with the programs of
Ontario Hydro, Hydro Quebec and New Brunswick Power Commission.
Nevertheless we face problems that must be overcome if we are
to get the domestic nuclear market buoyant again.

The energy crunch which has seen prices soar has led to a
slower growth in electrical demand, while at the same time
record high interest rates have undermined the economics of
all major capital projects. Another problem, that of public
and political acceptance of nuclear power, is an area that we,
as an industry, can and must strive to overcome.
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The next few years will be crucial to all the industries which
have a major commitment to nuclear power, and Canadian industry
has the potential to play a leading role. We cannot achieve
this potential in the difficult and highly competitive times
ahead, however, unless we are prepared for the struggle. The
rationalization of our industry is absolutely essential if we
are to compete successfully in the international marketplace.
We are fighting in a highly competitive environment, but with
a product that is second to none and a strong technical base
to support it we can achieve success. Let us make sure we do.
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